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For Career Enhancement Training

Ｍanufacturing Education

（Improvement）



１. Improvement Thinking



・Act to correct mistakes and defects and make them better

・Improve efficiency, securing the safety, preventing defectives… the

scope of production

・Don’t work only after the instructions but try to be

initiative

・Do not stop with just one. You need to have sustainability and

intermitted

・To act/practice is the most important thing

・Act for the purpose of having a better condition by changing the

people,things,cost and information.



２. Improve your everyday life



「Changing the pattern or design of your room」

Mr.”A” has his TV on the window side.

Problem：There was a time when it was hard to see the television

because of the sunlight from the window.

「Mr A’s, current room interior」

Mr.A changed the pattern of his TV, sofa, and bed.

Purpose：To prevent the sunlight when watching TV.
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「Mr.A’s room after remaking」

The result after redecorating/remaking the room

・Too much brightness from the sunlight has been avoided

・Unwanted actions like closing the curtain has been prevented

・By moving the bed near the window, it will also help the person to

wake up at morning because of natural light (sunlight)
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「Commuting in the train」

“A” went to work everyday without deciding the time, the ride

number and the exit when commuting.

Problem：The arrival time at work varies depending on the day.

「A’s current commuting condition」

The place to ride varies depending on the day.

※Exit number 3 is the nearest to your company.

A rides at train number 4 every morning at 7:00 am and exits at the

number 3

Purpose：To prevent the variety in time when arriving at work, we

will decide the time depart.

Ex：２
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「The ride condition after deciding」

※Exit3 is the nearest exit to the company

The results after “deciding” how 

(when and where) to ride

・The distance of your way to work has been shortened

・The exact time to go to work has been decided. In result, “lateness”

has been also prevented.

・Since you know what time you are going to arrive at work every

day, you get to prepare and manage your work properly.
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「Decide the menu first before going to the grocery store.」

“A” san goes grocery shopping before thinking what dish she will cook.

Problem：Buying too much→ expired.Or ending up cooking the same

dish over and over.

「Ａsan current shopping way」

A san must think of her “menu/dish” and a shopping list first before

going to the grocery.

Purpose：To only purchase what is needed and in right amount of

ingredients.

EX：3
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「”A”san’s new way of shopping」

The results after deciding the menu first before 

doing grocery shopping.

・The shopping time has been shortened.

・Buying unnecessary ingredients have been prevented.

・You’ll know how much you are going to spend before shopping.
Your household budgeting is also going to be better
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３. Manufactory 

Improvement



「Changing machine’s position」

If a machine is positioned at the wrong place, it will be hard to work

Problem：Unnecessary movements of your body

「A’s workplace layout」

Ex：１
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Put the conveyer① in a different position and then add a mirror.

Purpose：To prevent unnecessary movements and blind spots

「A’s new workplace layout」

①Conveyer was moved to the south、positioned slanted to reduce the

“blind spot”.①&② were moved closer to each other to lessen the

unnecessary movements.

The products that are produced in the conveyer ① can be seen in

the mirror so you don’t have to waste time by moving here and
there. Also, the distance between the worker and the conveyer ①
has been shortened.

The result by repositioning the machine

・The workprocess has been decreased（time process）

・By decreasing the “blind spot”, it also got safer.

・It contributes to safety, quality and efficiency by reducing

unnecessary movement.
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「Changing the placement of work tools」

The worker for a certain work has been replaced by another worker. 

The new worker doesn’t know where the tools are. 

Problem：The old worker always put the tools at the random places.

「Mr. A’s current status of  tool storage」

If a worker changes, the new worker wouldn’t know where the tools 

are placed.

Always return the tools from the original place. By doing this, it will

also help you notice if you forgot to return something.

Purpose：So that it will be easy to find the tools for whoever works

there.

「Change in A’s storage place」

-Put the tools that you often use in an easy to reach place、 and

make a safe storage.

-Put name labels on each tools and storages.

※So that the worker (everyone) will know where the tools are in just

one look.

Ex：２
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The result after repositioning the machines/tools

・By storing at the right places, it will be easy to see and grab tools

by anyone.

・Saved spaces

・You saved time in finding things and in results, you’ll improve

your work efficiency

「Prepare before work」

Mr.A waited for his boss’s instructions before working

Problem： Mr.A won’t work or won’t do anything without instructions 

from  his boss or seniors.

「Mr. A (current situation)」

Boss：“Do this work！”

“・・・”

Boss：“Then next, do this！“

Mr. A waits for next instructions・・・

Mr.A checked the production schedule before work. He also checked if 

he has everything he needed for work.

EX：3



Purpose：Be prepared to work before the instructions from your

superior.

「The results」

Mr.A： “the production schedule”・・・
“the materials needed are”・・・
“the tools needed are”・・・“

Boss： “Okay. I’ll count on you！”

Volunteer…

The result after preparing for work

・Not only the “waiting time” on your work has lost,but also by

thinking and acting on your own, you will deepen your

understanding of work.

・You contributed not only on your own work efficiency but also to

your boss’s.

・You will be trusted by your co-workers through working voluntarily

(or having the initiative).

Whether big or small actions, it will still help you improve.
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